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Abstract
Implementation of secure online examination system has been a hot topic in
the educational world in the last decade. Issues that should be addressed
in the secure online examination system are computer and network secu-
rity issues of the systems and prevention of cheating by participants. In
our research, we provide a website application and a secure network design
which prevents cheating by any participant among examinee, administrator,
and examiner. Different security features of the online examination system
are discussed both from the website application aspect and network design
aspect.
Unfortunately, website application and network design cannot meet some
security requirements because of several inside and outside attacks and mali-
cious behaviors of bribed, corrupted or unfair examiners and untrusted exam
authority, and we construct a particular online examination protocol to pre-
vent them.
We design an online examination protocol based on certificateless sign-
cryption and prove their security properties under the formal analysis using
ProVerif software. The proposed online examination protocol has several ad-
vantages over existing protocols such that there is no certificate unlike public
key infrastructure, no key escrow and lower computational cost by virtue of
the signcryption scheme.
Our results show that some of OES problems both of data security issue
such that scanning port attack and cheating problem especially by examinee
can be handled over the web application and network design system. While
some others will be handled by particular OES protocol. ProVerif shows
that our proposed protocol is secure under some privacy and authentication
properties.
I. Introduction
The examination is one way to measure the success of learning process or
obtaining qualified human resources. In the field of training, the exam is
intended to measure the level of achievement by students or learners, so that
we can determine the level of understandings of the study being taken. In
the context of the recruitment of new employees, the exam is intended to
obtain qualified human resources.
All of the examination systems including the national exam system in all
levels of education, whether it is an exam for students or exams for teachers,
have begun to shift from the manual exam system to digital online systems
in order to make it more practical and effective. Online examination systems
no longer use paper, pencil and are computerized, in which examinees answer
test questions through a computer. Assessment is conducted directly by the
system, and examinees will receive their results immediately after the exam.
Although the online examination system has its advantages, computeriza-
tion incurs security problems. Each exam session needs to deal with cheating
that could occur. So far, online examination has mostly focused on system
security itself, such as the design of access control, defense against attacks,
closing security holes in the application such as PHP, SQL and operating
system, or applications of encryption. However, there are a variety of cheat-
ing methods more crucial in online examination systems than in conventional
exam systems.
Cheating usually exploits weaknesses in the implementation of conven-
tional and online exams. Along with the development of information tech-
nology, there is also an increase in more diverse and sophisticated cheating
methods. An example is the use of spy cameras or modern tools that are
modified to make it undetectable by the exam committee.
Aims and Objectives
This research aims to study the problems in Online Examination System
described above, especially those which still has not been considered in the
previous research. We intend to achieve those aims through four objectives.
1. To identify problems in Online Examination systems (OES).
2. To develop a basic framework of OES.
3. To design a new fast and secure protocol for this framework of OES.
4. To evaluate security aspects of the designed OES protocol. To this end,




Our research addresses the four objectives outlined above. The dominant
aim of this work is to construct a secure Online Examination System which
in secure in term of both network system and cheating prevention. We claim
the following issues as the contributions derived from our work:
1. We have constructed a basic framework of secure OES which can pre-
vent some network penetration attacks and common cheating methods.
2. We have designed a secure and efficient communication protocol using
certificateless signcryption method.
II. OES Problems
OES does not exists without computer network systems and the main prob-
lem here is security. Computers and network security problems occur due to
the presence of security holes in the system in both of its network design and
web program coding. The existence of security hole allows both of inside and
outside attackers to access the system by illegally stealing exam questions and
answers, making changes to value, or another type of modifications.
In addition to the security issue of the computer and networking systems,
other important issue in OES is cheating prevention. There are many tech-
niques that are often used by the examinee to obtain exam answers illegally.
Besides the cheating by the examinee, there are some threats possibly oc-
curs in online examination system such as bribed, corrupted or unfair exam-
iner and untrusted exam authority. Figure 1 shows the diagram of problems
of online examination systems.
Figure 1: Problems of Online Examination System
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III. Proposed Solution
We offer a secure web-based online examination system along with network
design so that the system is expected to prevent cheating and network threat,
which are either done by the participants taking the exam or by persons inside
or outside the system trying to penetrate.
In order to make it easier to design our system, we consider the following
situation as a target situation of our OES:
1. In the OES framework, there is a basic computer used by each par-
ticipant. A large number of participants located in several places take
exam at a fixed time and at a fixed axam seat.Limited number of su-
pervisors are in each room during the exams.
2. OES consists of 3 entities which are the examinee, administrator and
examiner. Each of this entity has a privileged access to different pages.
3. Examinees take the exam in a secure place or room such as a computer
lab or ICT center which has already been set and registered for OES.
4. The examiner executes set-up exam questions from registered place or
computer.
5. Whether grading process can be done automatically by the system or
manually by the examiner depends on their type of questions.
6. Manual grading will be performed by examiner in a registered place.
Web Security Design
We try to utilize a secure website, which follows the recommendation by
[2] about online exam control procedure. This web design consists of three
main pages such as Examinee, Administrator and Examiner Board page.
The examinee page consists of 3 sub pages which are Home, Take a Test
and View Result. The second page is the administrator page. This page is
the most important element of the online test system. In this page, all of the
test terms are organized. The third page is examiner board page. It requires
user name and password authentication to access it, even though this page
is only a viewing mode page. For those who can access this page, they can
only view the test results and question analysis with several options.
General Network Security Design
Network design is also one of the main elements of the online examination
system. We consider a easier and cheaper way to achieve the goals. We have
several points of interest in designing a network for security, which are:
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Figure 2: Network design of Online Examination Systems
1. All accesses to the web and OES server database is blocked, except for
access from registered proxy.
2. All outgoing accesses of the client, by which the examinee is taking the
exam, will be blocked except access to the OES server.
3. The operating system of the client uses Windows OS which will restrict
some actions during the examination.
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the online examination system network
that our proposed system is based on.
Online Examination System Protocol
Unfortunately, Website application and network design cannot meet some
security requirements because of malicious behaviors of bribed, corrupted
or unfair examiners, untrusted exam authority and several inside or outside
attacks, and we construct a particular online examination protocol to prevent
them.
To the best of our knowledge, there are at least three papers that have
specifically discussed security protocols of OES. The first paper is from
Castella et.,al.[3], the second paper is from Huszty and Petho [4]. And
then, Rosario et.,al.[5] tried to construct Remark! in the third paper. They
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achieve authentication, verifiability, and conditional anonymity with mini-
mal reliance on trusted parties. This protocol uses multiple servers so that
they have a problem of computational cost and time overhead. In addition,
there are some problems in the certificate management such as how to design
certificate authority, how to handle revocation user and how to manage a key.
In our scheme, we try to address the certificate problems by adopt-
ing certificateless cryptography and, in order to increase the efficiency, we
adopt signcryption as an alternative solution to the classical signature-then-
encryption method. Certificateless signcryption can be a solution for several
problems described above.
Our scheme modifies the Elliptic Curve Cryptography based Certificaless
Hybrid Encapsulation Key scheme without Pairing and the eCLSC-TKEM
to obtain all the advantages of both techniques. The scheme consists of three
parts, namely Key Generator Center (KGC), Sender and Receiver.
1. Set-Up Parameter: It is run by the KGC. KGC selects and publishes
system security parameters as follows:
- Fq = Finite field of large prime number q
- (a, b) = EC value < q , satisfy to 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0 and q 6= 0
- E/Fq = EC over finite field,satisfy to q : y
2 = x 3 + ax + b mod q
- Gq = a generator of EC
- O = infinity point of EC, n is the order of F satisfy to n.G = O
- Hash function h0 = {0 , 1}∗ ×G2q → Z ∗q , h1 = {0 , 1}∗2 ×G2q → Z ∗q ,
h2 = G2q × {0 , 1}∗ ×G2q → Z ∗q
- PKG chooses integer msk ∈ Z ∗q as the master secret key
- PKG calculate Ppub = msk .Gq as master public key.
- PKG publishes parameters (Fq ,E/Fq ,Gq , h0 , h1 , h2 ,Ppub) but keeps
secret the msk .
2. Set secret value: It is run by each user. User i with IDi chooses ran-
domly xi ∈ Z ∗q and computes public key Pi = xi .Gq
3. Partial private key extract: It is run by KGC. Here, KGC produce the
partial private key of every user based on their identity. The KGC
processes the user i with IDi in the following step:
- Chooses randomly ri ∈ Z ∗q and computes Ri = ri .Gq
- Computes public key di = ri + msk .h0 (IDi ,Ri ,Pi)modq
- Sends to user 〈Ri , di〉 in a secure channel
- User Validate di .Gq = Ri + h0 (IDi ,Ri ,Pi).Ppub
4. Set Private Key: It is run by each user. User i with identity IDi
performs to set a private key pair Ski = 〈di , xi〉
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5. Set Public Key: It is run by each user. User i with identity IDi performs
to set a public key pair Pki = 〈Ri ,Pi〉
6. Signcryption Alice is the sender. She wants to send message m to Bob
as the receiver with identity IDB , and a pair public key (RB ,PB). Alice
chooses lA ∈ Z ∗q and computes U = lA.Gq , then Alice computes :
- YB = RB + h0 (IDB ,RB ,PB).Ppub
- SK = h2 (lA.(YB + PB),U , IDB ,RB ,PB)
- C = ESK (m, IDA)
- s = (dA + lA.h1 (m, IDA) + xA.h1 (m, IDA)).modq
- Alice sends to Bob chipertext = (C ,U , s)
7. Unsigncryption Bob is the receiver. He receives = (C ′,U ′, s ′) from
Alice. Bob computes:
- SK = h2 ((dB + xB).U ,U , IDB ,RB ,PB)
- (m, IDA) = DSK (C
′)
- YA = RA + h0 (IDA,RA,PA).Ppub
- Verify: Accept if s .P = YA + U .h1 (m, IDA) + PA.h1 (m, IDA) is hold
IV. Evaluation of the Proposed Solution
Web application and General Network Design
We construct a web application and general network in order to prevent
some security and cheating during an exam. Table 1 shows a comparison of
several online examination systems with our scheme.
Table 1: Features comparison of Online Examination Systems
Features Ours SI[1] LG[6] CDS[7] HB[8] IRI[9]
Browsing Guard Yes No Yes No No No
The Internet Messenger Guard Yes No Yes No No No
Time Limit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Local Data Accessing Prevention Yes No Yes No No No
Ext. Storage Accessing Prevention Yes No Yes No No No
Random Question Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Random Scheduling Yes No No No No No
Random Seating Yes No No No No No
Bank Question Yes No No No Yes Yes
Question Analyzing Yes No No No No No
Collusion Prevention Yes No No No No Yes
E-Monitoring No Yes No Yes No No
Yes/No: Feature shown in the left column is/is not held.
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Online Examination System Protocol
The time complexity of the proposed scheme is evaluated. Table 2 gives
a comparison between the computational costs of our proposed scheme and
those of the others schemes, in which the computational costs of verification
and symmetric encryption are neglected. Table 3 shows the comparison of
cipher text size which will be transmitted from sender to receiver.
Table 2: Computational costs of different schemes
Schemes Type ParticipantExpDivMulAddECMultECAddHash
Zheng[10] SC Sender 1 1 - 1 - - 2
Receiver 2 - 2 - - - 2
ZI[11] SC Sender - 1 1 1 1 - 2
Receiver - - 2 - 2 1 2
Receiver - - - - 4 2 2
WNPZ[12] CLSC Sender 4 1 3 2 - - 4
Receiver 5 - 3 2 - - 4
XX[13] CLSC Sender 5 - 4 2 - - 3
Receiver 5 - 4 2 - - 3
SB[14] CLSC- Sender - - 3 2 4 1 4
TKEMReceiver - - - - 6 3 4
WSB[15] CLSC- Sender - - 2 2 4 2 4
TKEMReceiver - - - 1 6 3 4
Ours CLSC Sender - - 2 2 3 2 3
Receiver - - - 1 5 3 3
SC: Signcryption, CLSC: Certificateless Signcryption, CLSC-TKEM: Certificateless
Signcryption-Tag Key Encapsulation Mechanism, Exp: modular exponentiation operation,
Div: modular division operation, Mul: modular multiplication operation, Add: modular
addition operation, Ecmult:Elliptic Curve point multiplication operation, Ecadd: Elliptic
Curve point addition operation, Hash: One way hash function.
Table 3: Our Ciphertext size comparison
EC-CLSC Schemes Ciphertext Size
SB[14] nq + nG + nID + m
WSB[15] nq + 2nG + nID + m
Ours nq + nG + nID + m
nq : The number of bits required to represent an element of Fq , nG : The number of bits required to
represent an element of point EC, nID : The number of bits required to represent an identity, m: The
number of bits in the message being signcrypted.
We use a formal verification program ProVerif to show the correct exe-
cution of the protocol. Assuming an attacker in control of the network and
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honest principals, ProVerif successfully proves all privacy and authentica-
tion requirements. Table 4 reports the execution of ProVerif. Also assuming
corrupted principals, ProVerif proves the OES Protocol ensures all the re-
quirements.
Table 4: Summary of privacy and authentication analysis of OES Protocol
Requirements Result Honest Roles
Question Confidentiality True Examiner, Manager
Answer Privacy True Examiner, Examinee
Mark Privacy True Examiner, Manager
Examiner authorization True Examiner, Manager, KGC
Examinee authorization True Examinee, Manager, KGC
Answer authenticity True Examinee, Manager
Test Origin authentication True Manager
Test authenticity True Examiner, Manager
Mark authenticity True Examiner, Examinee, Manager
Anonymous Marking True Examinee, Manager
V. Conclusion and Future Work
Conclusion
In this study of online examination system, we overcome some security
issues of the system and the issue of cheating by all parties by establishing
a basic framework. This framework combines the online examination web
application, network system configuration, and communication protocol as
an integrated system.
In the context of web page application, we combine several techniques for
cheating prevention like Fisher-Yates random question, automatic schedul-
ing, and seating arrangement.
In the context of network configuration, the combination of firewall in
the server system, proxy and MMC in the client become a security guarantee
for the online examination systems, both from attacks by individuals and
cheating attempts by examinees.
We implement Certificateless Signcryption based on the elliptic curve
which meets all of the basic security needs such as message authentica-
tion, integrity, unforgeability, non-repudiation and forward secrecy and solves
some another OES problems. Our scheme is more efficient than the previous
schemes because our CLSC based on elliptic curve which is more efficient
than bilinear pairings and finite field exponentiations used in the previous
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CLSC schemes. Besides, our scheme offers shorter ciphertext size than pre-
vious CLSC schemes.
At last, we construct an OES protocol scheme based on certificateless
signcryption. We show how to model an OES protocol in the applied phi
calculus, and define ten relevant security properties, four privacy property
and six authentication properties. We analyze the security of our OES pro-
tocol scheme under some honest role using ProVerif software. ProVerif shows
that our schemes is secure under the formal model analysis.
Future Work
As a future work, we intend to analyze our OES protocol under compu-
tational model to ensure our security properties. We can use some software
under computational approach such as CyptoVerif.
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